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Meditations with Cows Apr 04 2020 An intimate memoir on the work and wonder of ranch life, critiquing the inhumane
and environmentally destructive factory farm system and offering sustainable alternatives for ethical omnivores. Although
there are nearly 100 million cattle in the United States, these animals are often ignored or dismissed. In Meditations with
Cows, Shreve Stockton inspires a more reverential attitude toward these affectionate and intelligent creatures as she shares
captivating stories and photos of ranch life. At the center of the narrative is Daisy, the matriarch of the herd. Through the
daily ritual of milking, Stockton forges a relationship with Daisy that deepens with each passing season: "When you have a
milk cow, you are together every day, no matter the weather, no matter either of your moods. The hind leg of this twelvehundred-pound animal towers over you as you crouch beside her... both of you aware of the fact that one well-aimed kick
could kill you if she wished. Yet you are allowed to rest your cheek and forehead against her warm belly as you milk... her
trust in you entwined with your trust in her, you become family." For anyone who loves animals or cares about the
environmental impact of their food, Stockton explores conservation and the important role of cattle in local ecosystems,
models the humane treatment of animals, and shows how pastured cattle can be our allies in averting climate crisis.
Blending together narrative, science, and thoughtful reflection, Meditations with Cows offers a moving portrait of the
rhythms of work, life, and hardship on the ranch.
Fear is a Cow Jul 28 2019
How Now, Brown Cow? Jun 18 2021 Poems investigate the daily life of cows, imagine what a bull thinks, and report on
what happened to the cow after she jumped over the moon.
I'll Love You Till the Cows Come Home Apr 28 2022 I will love you till the cows come home from a trip to Mars through
skies unknown, in a rocket ship made of glass and stone… I will love you till the cows come home. Love knows no bounds in
this tender tribute to the depths of family love. For fans of Guess How Much I Love You—only funnier! Makes a good
baby shower or Valentine's Day gift. This book extends the saying, “I’ll love you till the cows come home” to the humorous
extreme. Along the way there are yaks in cadillacs, sheep setting sail, frogs on big-wheeled bikes, and more, in this great
read-aloud. I’ll Love You Till the Cows Come Home is filled with warm, funny art and rhythmic, romping text, perfect for
curling up with your little one at the end of the day...or anytime you want to express your love.
The Secret Life of Cows Aug 21 2021 "Within a day of receiving this book, I had consumed it... Absorbing, moving, and
compulsively readable."—Lydia Davis In this affectionate, heart-warming chronicle, Rosamund Young distills a lifetime
of organic farming wisdom, describing the surprising personalities of her cows and other animals At her famous Kite's
Nest Farm in Worcestershire, England, the cows (as well as sheep, hens, and pigs) all roam free. They make their own
choices about rearing, grazing, and housing. Left to be themselves, the cows exhibit temperaments and interests as diverse as
our own. "Fat Hat" prefers men to women; "Chippy Minton" refuses to sleep with muddy legs and always reports to the
barn for grooming before bed; "Jake" has a thing for sniffing the carbon monoxide fumes of the Land Rover exhaust
pipe; and "Gemima" greets all humans with an angry shake of the head and is fiercely independent. An organic farmer

for decades, Young has an unaffected and homely voice. Her prose brims with genuine devotion to the wellbeing of
animals. Most of us never apprehend the various inner lives animals possess, least of all those that we might eat. But Young
has spent countless hours observing how these creatures love, play games, and form life-long friendships. She imparts hardwon wisdom about the both moral and real-world benefits of organic farming. (If preserving the dignity of animals isn't a
good enough reason for you, consider how badly factory farming stunts the growth of animals, producing unhealthy and
tasteless food.) This gorgeously-illustrated book, which includes an original introduction by the legendary British
playwright Alan Bennett, is the summation of a life's work, and a delightful and moving tribute to the deep richness of
animal sentience.
The Cow and the Cat Aug 28 2019 This poem tells a funny tale about a very strange cow that says "Meouw" instead of
"Moo". No one understands what has happened except for Granny Schwartz who's wisdom solves the mystery.
The Cows Jun 30 2022 With her trademark precision, Davis turns her eye to three beloved cows, capturing them in
celebratory, delighted detail.
The Cow Chace, a Poem in Three Cantos Dec 13 2020
Cows on the Freeway Feb 24 2022 p>Cows on the Freeway is a collection of poems inspired by the ocean and freeways of
Southern California. These poems were polished in performances on stages as diverse as Lollapalooza, The Whiskey,
National Poetry Slams, and coffeehouse open mikes. They combine a sharp critique of modern life with an absurd sense of
humor. "It's all Murray: dry humor, charm, a big heartwith a little cynical edge to it. He gets his point across with a little
ambiguity, but he doesn't push it in your face." Pat Cohee, The Inevitable Press "At first glance, G. Murray Thomas's
poetry is simplisticeven prosaicbut don't be fooled. Whether he's remarking on women washing their clothes in sinks, or
cows wandering blithely onto the freeways, Thomas focuses in on the tiny moments that provide character and flavor to
what is otherwise an incomprehensible wash development and advertising." Victor D. Infante, journalist and poet
The Cow Feb 01 2020 A richly illustrated introduction to the science and history of the cow We populate the countryside
with cows the world over, and their familiar presence ensures that global demands for milk and beef are met. But with
more than a billion cattle on the planet, the importance of cows extends well beyond food production. Cows are venerated by
some religions and shunned by others; they provide leather for shoes, clothing, and other uses; and they have long been
central to the agricultural way of life, working the fields, pulling carts, and providing fertilizer. The Cow is a
comprehensive guide to help us understand these important animals, offering a wealth of information about their anatomy
and behaviors, breed varieties, and place in human culture past and present. Exploring the cow’s livestock credentials and
beyond, this book combines engaging and informative text, beautiful photographs, and explanatory diagrams to examine
the cow's fascinating biology, its hard-wired behaviors, and its relationship with humankind. Provides an in-depth look at
the evolution of the cow, its role in agriculture, and the development of breeds Includes chapters on Anatomy & Biology,
Society & Behavior, and Cattle & People Features a photographic directory of forty global cattle breeds
The Baby Cow & Other Children's Poems Oct 03 2022 This humorous, educational, and beautifully illustrated collection
of poetry by Jenna Feitelberg includes The Puppy, Monster in the Closet, Baby Sister, The Baby Cow, Blueberry, The Tree,
and Swing from the Moon.
Casey the Cow Sep 29 2019 Casey was different, she yearned for more.She dreamed beyond the fence, she wanted to
explore. And then one day, a farmer dropped at her feet,Her ticket to freedom, though she thought it was just to eat. It was
a pack of chewing gum, innocent enough, But what it could do with a magical puff.
Moo Jul 20 2021 Following a family move to Maine, twelve-year-old Reena has no idea what to expect. She hopes it's going
to be beaches, blueberries and all the lobster she can eat. She certainly doesn't expect to suddenly be put in charge of a
menagerie of animals, belonging to the irascible Mrs Falala, who not only has a fast-wheeling pig, a secretive snake, but
the most ornery cow she ever thought to meet. A wonderfully funny, moving story of one family's move to the country, and
the challenges they face.
The Purple Cow! Aug 01 2022 "The Purple Cow!" by Gelett Burgess. Published by Good Press. Good Press publishes a
wide range of titles that encompasses every genre. From well-known classics & literary fiction and non-fiction to
forgotten−or yet undiscovered gems−of world literature, we issue the books that need to be read. Each Good Press edition
has been meticulously edited and formatted to boost readability for all e-readers and devices. Our goal is to produce eBooks
that are user-friendly and accessible to everyone in a high-quality digital format.
The Cows Don't Know It's Christmas Apr 16 2021 I wrote this poem both as a Christmas present and a tribute to my father,
Robert Luther (Bob) Cherry, a hardworking businessman and rancher who loved his children and his grandchildren with
all his heart. Everything in the poem was drawn from things he always said or did.
Purple Cow May 30 2022 You're either a Purple Cow or you're not. You're either remarkable or invisible. Make your
choice. What do Apple, Starbucks, Dyson and Pret a Manger have in common? How do they achieve spectacular growth,
leaving behind former tried-and-true brands to gasp their last? The old checklist of P's used by marketers - Pricing,
Promotion, Publicity - aren't working anymore. The golden age of advertising is over. It's time to add a new P - the Purple

Cow. Purple Cow describes something phenomenal, something counterintuitive and exciting and flat-out unbelievable. In
his new bestseller, Seth Godin urges you to put a Purple Cow into everything you build, and everything you do, to create
something truly noticeable. It's a manifesto for anyone who wants to help create products and services that are worth
marketing in the first place.
Consolation Miracle Aug 09 2020 This is a collection of visceral, image-driven poems that search for the miraculous in the
seemingly ordinary. It fashions art out of artless objects as a consolation, or perhaps compensation, for their smallness.
Writings in Rhyme May 06 2020 Writings in Rhyme is the first in a series of poetry books by author Tomas O' Carthaigh.
Focusing on all the traditional topics from life to love, to death and politics, these writings often add a wry touch to
answering some of lifes greatest mysteries.
Audrey (cow) Dec 25 2021 Audrey is a cow with poetry in her blood, who yearns for the greener pastures beyond
Bittersweet Farms. But when Roy the horse tells this bovine dreamer that she is headed for Abbot's War, the slaughter
house, Audrey knows that she must leave her home and friends sooner than she ever imagined. With the help of a whole
crew of animals and humans alike, Audrey attempts to escape the farm she lives on--and certain death. Cleverly written as
an oral account, this unique illustrated tale of an animal on the run, told "to camera", uses over thirty narrative voices,
including six humans, four cows, three sheep, two sheep dogs, one pig and a very silly rooster. Full of heart and humor,
Audrey (cow) is ultimately a very human story about life and death, friendship, and holding on to one's dreams--based
more or less on a true story.
Cows of Our Planet Oct 30 2019 This new collection of cartoons is a bovine celebration of the author's fascination with
cows.
The Cow in Apple Time Sep 02 2022 An illustrated version of the well-known poem about the chaos that occurs when a cow
wanders into an orchard and starts eating the apples.
My Cat Knows Karate Dec 01 2019 Kenn Nesbitt returns with another round of the ridiculous rhymes, wacky wordplay,
and preposterous punchlines that kids love to read. My Cat Knows Karate includes seventy new poems about goofy gadgets,
kooky characters, funny families, absurd situations, and much, much more.
Songs of the Cattle Trail and Cow Camp Jul 08 2020 A collection of poems and song texts dealing with the cowboy and his
life.
Sacred Cows-- and Other Edibles Oct 11 2020 A collection of essays covering a wide range of topics--from delicate family
relations and the life of a writer to black issues, consumerism, television, and the national anthem--all with a sense of wry
humor and sympathy with, an understanding of, humani
Sixteen Cows May 18 2021 Rhyming tale of Cowboy Gene and Cowgirl Sue, whose beloved cows get mixed up when a storm
blows down the fence between their ranches.
Blazin' Bloats & Cows on Fire! Feb 12 2021 Black, whose previous books have sold more than half a million copies and a
quarter-million audios, presents his latest collection of cowboy poetry and tall tales.
The Cows Jun 06 2020 *Dawn O’Porter’s brand new novel, CAT LADY, is available to pre-order now! * THE SUNDAY
TIMES BESTSELLER, shortlisted for best audiobook in the Specsavers National Book Awards 2018 Fearlessly frank and
funny, the debut adult novel from Dawn O’Porter is the book that everybody needs to read right now.
From The Cow's Eye and Other Poems Mar 16 2021 From the Cow's Eye and Other Poems is a 42-page chapbook
containing 26 poems by Loretta Diane Walker. The book won the William D. Barney Memorial Chapbook Prize, 2021,
from the Fort Worth Poetry Society.
Learning Human Jan 26 2022 A bighearted selection from the inimitable Australian poet's diverse ten-book body of work
Les Murray is one of the great poets of the English language, past, present, and future. Learning Human contains the
poems he considers his best: 137 poems written since 1965, presented here in roughly chronological order, and including a
dozen poems published for the first time in this book. Murray has distinguished between what he calls the "Narrowspeak"
of ordinary affairs, of money and social position, of interest and calculation, and the "Wholespeak" of life in its fullness,
of real religion, and of poetry. Poetry, he proposes, is the most human of activities, partaking of reason, the dream, and the
dance all at once -- "the whole simultaneous gamut of reasoning, envisioning, feeling, and vibrating we go through when
we are really taken up with some matter, and out of which we may act on it. We are not just thinking about whatever it may
be, but savouring it and experiencing it and wrestling with it in the ghostly sympathy of our muscles. We are alive at full
stretch towards it." He explains: "Poetry models the fullness of life, and also gives its objects presence. Like prayer, it pulls
all the motions of our life and being into a concentrated true attentiveness to which God might speak." The poems gathered
here give us a poet who is altogether alive and at full stretch toward experience. Learning Human, an ideal introduction to
Les Murray's poetry, suggests the variety, the intensity, and the generosity of this great poet's work so far.
The Cow Chace Mar 04 2020 A satirical poem on the attempt of the Americans, in 1780, to take the block-house by Bull's
Ferry, N.J.
A Book Concluding with As a Wife Has a Cow Nov 23 2021

O Holy Cow! Mar 28 2022 Hall of Fame shortstop and Yankees broadcaster extraordinaire, the incomparable Phil Rizutto
(1917-2007) waxed poetic on America's favorite pastime from the glorious days of Mantle and Maris well into the reign of
Jeter and Rivera. For more than a quarter century the Bard of the Booth captured great moments in baseball—and
effortlessly interwove them with essential and often hilarious insights into the human condition. In loving commemoration
and celebration of the life and career of an exceptional Man of Baseball, this new edition of O Holy Cow! includes a new
foreword by baseball legend Bobby Murcer, a new poem written by editors Tom Peyer and Hart Seely, and more than sixty
additional never-before-published masterworks of short, impromptu verse that capture the unmistakable voice of the
unforgettable Rizzuto.
How the Cows Turned Mad Sep 21 2021 A history of the prion diseases, or subacute spongiform encephalopathies, features
a historical perspective beginning with scrapie in 17th-century England to recent concerns in France about the spread of
bovine spongiform.
I've Never Seen a Purple Cow Oct 23 2021
Cattle of the Lord Nov 11 2020 Presented in both English and Portuguese, this lyric poetry collection explores the
“troublesome blessing and burden of being human” (Publishers Weekly). Love. Sex. Death. Meat. Traffic. Pets. In Cattle
of the Lord, Rosa Alice Branco offers a stunning poetic vision at once sacred and profane, a rich evocation of daily life
troubled by uneasy sacramentality. In a collection translated by Alexis Levitin and presented in both Portuguese and
English, readers find themselves in a world turned upside down: darkly comic, sensual, and rife with contradiction. Here,
liturgical words become lovers’ invitations. Cows moo at the heavens. And chickens are lessons on the resurrection. Over the
course of the collection, Branco’s unorthodox—even blasphemous—religious sensibility yields something ultimately
hopeful: a belief that the physical, the quotidian, and the animalistic are holy, too. Flesh, in all its meanings—the body of
the other, caressed; the animals we abuse, and eat; the sacrificial offering of Christ—demands reverence. Writing at the
boundaries of sense and mystification, combining sensuous lyrics and wit with theological interrogation, Branco breaks
down what we think we know about religion, faith, and what it means to be human. “Lord, how much compassion will it
take for you,” her speaker cries, “To be godfather at the Sunday barbecue?” Praise for Cattle of the Lord “In Rosa Alice
Branco, via the compelling translations of Alexis Levitin, we find a poet of immense spiritual, as well as intellectual,
curiosity.” —Nicky Beer “A wild and sneaky book, filled with intelligence, wit, and theological anxiety. . . . Marvelous,
moving, and obsessive.” —Kevin Prufer “Throughout Cattle of the Lord, speakers wield their futile agency to beseech an
impassive Lord in the face of their mortality. The result is a raw, daring interrogation that demands both contemplation
and confrontation. Limbed with lush language, provocative imagery, and sharp sentiment, Branco’s world is beautiful. But,
make no mistake, it is foremost a bier.” —The Los Angeles Review
The Baby Cow & Other Children's Poems Jun 26 2019 This humorous, educational, and beautifully illustrated collection
of poetry by Jenna Feitelberg includes The Puppy, Monster in the Closet, Baby Sister, The Baby Cow, Blueberry, The Tree,
and Swing from the Moon.
The Cow Nov 04 2022 "Beyond brilliant, THE COW is a manifesto of the paradoxical girl-state in which disappearance
beckons through presence. --Chris Kraus
Cows on the Moove Jan 14 2021 Welcome to a Paradelle Universe; where rigid rules are transcended and creative
imagination discovers ever surprising potentialities. a universe where formalized and uncompromising poetic structures
succumb to a radicalized deconstruction of their basic elements; then reconstructed through an almost word by word reordering and reinvention of the poems original meaning, images and intent. the Paradelle is a form of poetry whose time is
now: a time of stagnating social theories, fossilized religious traditions, and a political system paralyzed by its own
impossibilities. a time of constant unrelenting change and adaptation, of innovative ideas reconfiguring outdated concepts
and beliefs; of individual and collective human consciousness expanding beyond existing borders and horizons. a Paradelle
reflects this evolving planetary process in the fundamental reinvention of itself ... never exactly certain of where its going
or how it will get there; yet always managing to arrive at the coherent conclusion of its revealed destination. Even then the
Paradelle refuses to become a static statement of all that has been said and done. the poem learns from each rewriting how
to speak for itself. All that a Paradelle asks for is a fair hearing. to be given a voice ... for the blessing of living breath.
A Child's Garden of Verses Sep 09 2020
There Was an Old Lady Who Swallowed a Cow! Jan 02 2020 You won't believe why the Old Lady swallowed a cow, some
hay, a pig, a duck, a horse, a sheep, and a fiddle! There was an old lady who swallowed a cow. I don't know why she
swallowed a cow but she did it somehow!The latest addition to Scholastic's bestselling series by Lucille Colandro and Jared
Lee is a fully illustrated board book, perfect for the youngest readers.
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